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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, G denotes a finite group and K an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p>O. For a finitely generated left KG-module M, let 
go(M) = Ext&(M,M) = H*(G, EndK(A4)). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove Carlson’s conjecture [5,7], namely, every 
maximal two-sided ideal of the cohomology ring &o(M) contains the kernel of the 
restriction to some cyclic shifted subgroup (see Section 2 for definitions). In [5], 
Carlson raised the question, and in [7] proved it by using a sort of Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem in the case where M was induced from a linear KH-module for a normal 
subgroup H of G. 
Here we prove his conjecture completely. It is well known that GG(K) is essen- 
tially a commutative noetherian graded ring. Our principal method is to regard 
E,(M) as a finitely generated &o(K)-module [8] with the following diagram: 
res res res 
&c(K) - &E(K) f &F(K) - g,,,(K) 
I res ’ res I ’ res 
&G(M) - &EW) 2 ~E’cw - &,u,of) 
(1) 
where is an 
p, the horizontal maps are the 
restrictions and the vertical maps are the canonical ring homomorphisms given by 
cup products with the identity elements of the rings 8(M). Although both sides of 
the diagram are commutative, the middle is not so in general as in [4, (11.3)]. 
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In Section 3, we verify that this diagram is commutative in a certain sense 
(Theorem 3.4), through direct calculations. In Section 4, we show that this com- 
mutativity and the Artin-Rees lemma imply the main theorem (Theorem 4.3) which 
asserts that if (u) is a cyclic shifted subgroup, then the kernel of the restriction 
&o(M) -+ G(,)(M) is contained in l/w), where P is the corresponding maximal 
ideal of a certain subring of &o(K). Carlson’s conjecture (Corollary 4.5) directly 
follows from the main theorem. As an application of these results, we give a new 
proof of a theorem of Avrunin and Scott (Theorem 4.7) which asserts the equality 
of the module variety and the rank variety. 
2. Preliminaries 
We recall some definitions and well-known results in this section. These are 
detailed in Carlson’s book [6]. 
Throughout the paper all KG-modules are assumed to be finitely generated, and 
@ means OK. For notational convenience let &o=Go(K) and 
i 
&G if 
, u, > C KG is a shiffed (or SF-) subgroup of G if there 
exist an elementary abelian p-subgroup E = (x,, . . . ,x, > of order pn of G, and 
linearly independent elements a,, . . . , a, of K” such that 
n 
Ui=l+ C “ij(Xj-I) for i=l,...,m, 
j=l 
where ai=(ai,,..., cr,,). Hence E’ is also an elementary abelian p-subgroup of rank 
m of the group of units of KE. If m = n, then KE’= KE as algebras via the inclusion 
map. If m = 1, then E’ is cyclic: it is called a cyclic shifted (or CSF-) subgroup of G. 
Suppose that H is a subgroup or an SF-subgroup of G and M is a KG-module. 
We recall that the restriction map 
reso, H : &G(M) -+ &H(M) 
is induced from the inclusion KHc, KG, and the canonical ring homomorphism 
CUP,, M : &G + &G(M) 
is induced from the inclusion Kc,End,(M). For notational convenience, we write 
resG,&) = Q~ for Q E&~(M) and cupG,M(r) = rM for 7~8~. The latter coincides 
with the cup product 7. l,, where I, is the identity element of &G(M). These are 
graded ring homomorphisms. 
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Now let E=(x,,..., x,,) be an elementary abelian p-group of order p”. It is well 




~[~l~...~~,l if p = 2, 
MC- l,...,r,lO/l(a,,...,~,) ifp>2, 
deg(vi) = 1, degKj) = 2 for each i, 
where K[[,, . . . . [,I is the polynomial ring and A(r;li, . . . ,rn) is the exterior algebra. 
We note that the generators vi, ii are usually dependent on the choice of xi (the 
concrete forms of them are stated in Section 3). 
Let (u) be a CSF-subgroup of E, where 
u= 1+ i q(x,- 1). 
i=l 
Then &(U) =K[q,] or Ecu) =K[[,] @/l(vU) as above. The following is due to 
Carlson (and can be easily checked via Proposition 3.3): 
Proposition 2.1. With the above notations, we have 
(~li)~~, = VL and (L)c,, = af5, 
.for each i= 1, . . . . n. 
This is the essential reason why we use CSF-subgroups. For example, we assume 
that p>2 and consider the preimage of the maximal ideal !J& =(&, - 1) of &, ^ ^ 
under res : 8, --t Gc,). By the proposition we have 
ress’@&) = (ii - a[, . . . , in - ~$1 + rad(k$). 
Since K is algebraically closed, it is shown that the set of maximal ideals of &?E 
except (cl, . . . , [,) + rad(&) corresponds bijectively to the set of u EKE such that 
(u) is a CSF-subgroup. The same holds for p=2 also. 
More generally, for an arbitrary group G, let V, be the set of maximal ideals of 





(c,- I) ifp>2, 
be the maximal ideal of @&, for UE EYG. The following is due to Quillen (Here we 
do not mention the topological properties. See also [6]): 
Theorem 2.2 (Quillen [lo]). There is a surjection v, : fZG -+ V,\ {G^G+} given by 
p(u) = res-‘(!I&) for u E gG. If p(u) = a(v), then u = gvg-’ for some g E G, namely, 
{l}ugG ,_v 1:l 
G-conjugation G* 
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For UE gG, we say that u defines res-‘(!I&) E Vo. 
The following is proved by Alperin and Evens using the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence: 
Theorem 2.3 (Alperin and Evens [l]). Let G be a p-group, H a maximal subgroup 
and M a KG-module. Then there exists an element fi of Exti,(K,K) such that 
(i) PN=O, and 
(ii) if @ is a homogeneous element of G&I) such that @H=O, then e2 E j3. &o(M). 
Now suppose that E is an elementary abelian group of order pn and E’ is an SF- 
subgroup of E such that KE’=KE. Note that in general this isomorphism is not as 
Hopf algebras. In another word, the diagonal dE : KE + KE@ KE and the antipode 
WE : KE + KE given by A,(x) =x@ x, wE(x) =x-I for x E E do not coincide with 
the ones of E’. Therefore both MON and Hom,(M, N) have two distinct KE- 
module structures in general for KE-modules M, N. So we use the following nota- 
tions: M@N means the usual KE-module obtained via AE, and Ivl@‘N the usual 
KE’ (hence KE)-module via A,,. For the same reason, resE,., : GE(M) + EEs(M) is 
not an &,-homomorphism in general, namely, resE,;, and cup%, are not commuta- 
tive in the sense of (1) in Section 1 (see [4, (11.3)]. However, we show that these 
are ‘almost’ commutative in the next section. 
3. Commutativity of cup and res 
Throughout this section let E = (x,, . . . ,x, > be an elementary abelian p-group of 
order p” and X,=x,- 1 E rad(KE) for each i= 1, . . . , n. We begin with the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Let L,M be KE-modules and 1~ L, m EM. 
(i) For each i, we have 
(ii) If we put u = 1 + C?=, aiX, E KE, then 
n 
u(10m) = I@ urn + C X,l@Pkum. 
k=l 
where fik = akxk u -I. Moreover, for a non-negative integer s, 
where for t >O, each kj runs from 1 through n independently, and for t =O, the 
summand is I@ u’m. We also assume (i) = 1. 
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Proof. It is easy to check them if we use induction on s. We note only that (S)+ 
(,S,)=(“:‘), and details are left to the reader. 0 
Here we introduce the first two terms 
0-02-P,~Po~K-0 (2) 
of the minimal projective resolution of the trivial K&module K. It is presented in 
[4,6] in detail. The data are as follows: 
PO = KEe = KE, c(e)= 1, 
Q=Ker(8)=(X,e,...,X,,e)KECP,,, 
P, = 6 KEai= (KE)“, 
i=l 
d(ai) =X;e for each i, 
~2=Ker(a)=(bj,cjk/1~iln, l~j<kln)~~CP,, 
b.=X?‘a. I , I, Cjk=XjUk-XkUj. 
Here (. )KE denotes the submodule generated by the elements in ( ). Moreover, 
we put C=(Cjk 11 rj<k<n), cQ2. If n=l, then C=O. It is easy to show that 
{b i, . . . ,b,} is a K-basis of D2/C. 
For each i= 1 , . . . , n, we define gj E Horn,&2 K) as 
g;(Xje) = 6, (Kronecker’s delta), 
and (3) 
~lr = cls(g;) E Ex&(K, K), 
where cls(g,) denotes the cohomology class of g;. Also we define fi E HomKE(Q2, K) 
as 
L(bj)=aij, fi(C) = 0, 
and (4) 
5i=ClSdf;) E EXt~~(K, K). 
Then we have (see [4,6]) 
G = 
i 
K]~i>...,r,l if p = 2, 
E 
K[i l,...,r,lO/l(~,,...,I?,) ifp>2. 
(5) 
We note that qf=& for each i if p=2. 
For the rest of this section, except Theorem 3.4, we fix an SF-subgroup E’= 
<&X2, .**, x,,) of E where 
u=l+ i ajxj, (Y, +o. 
i=l 
Moreover, we use the same notations marked with primes (‘) for the system of KE’, 
as (2)-(5) of KE. We remark that U= U- 1 acts as Xi in these. For example, 
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and a’(a;)= Ue’, b;= Up-‘,;, cij= Ua,!-Xja;, ~(=dS(g~), [~=ClS(f,‘), etc. 
Now let M be a K&module. We show that the following is a commutative 
diagram of KE-modules: 
Here 0’ is as at the end of Section 2, and the vertical maps are defined as follows, 
for any m EM: 
1’ 
n 
C ojQj@XjM-‘??I if i= 1, 
,~,(ai@‘m)= j=r 
i_aiOm otherwise. 
Since PA@‘M= ML, tE’ and Pi @‘M= (A41, tE’)“, p. and ,u~ are well-defined by the 
above. We must check the commutativity of the diagram. For example, 
~o(~‘~‘l)(a~~‘m)=~,{ue~~‘u(u~‘m)-e~~’m} 
=u(e@u-‘m)-e@m 
‘m (by Lemma 3.1) 
=(a@ l)pr(4O’m) 
for all m E M. The others are obvious. 
Lemma 3.2. With the above notations, we have that 
n 
(i) ,uO(Ue’@‘m) = C OljXjC?@XjMp’t?l, 
j=l 
,U~(Xie’@‘l?l)=Xif?@fVl if 1 <iln, 
&(rad(O’)) O’M) = (r-ad(Q)) 0 M. 
(ii) 
modC@A4 if i=l, 
p,(b,! 0’ m) 
-,f, afbj @I m 
=b;@Jm otherwise. 
(7) 
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(iii) 




1 if k<j, 
- 1 otherwise. 
Especially, we have p, (C’ 0 ’ M) = C @ M. 
Proof. This is easy to check when i> 1, so we concentrate when i= 1. We use the 
notation bk= a&u-’ as in Lemma 3.1. 
(i) By the definition, p,,( Ue’ 0’ m) = ~~(8’ 0’ l)(a; 0’ m). However, this was 
calculated in (7), and the first statement of (i) is proved. For the third statement, 
we must check that the images of the following elements via p, are contained in 
(rad(Q)) OM: 
XiXje’@‘i?l (i, j> l), UXje’@‘m (j> l), U2e’@‘m. 
For example, for j> 1, 
~uo(UXje~O’m)=~~(uXje’O’u(u-‘m)-Xje~O’m) 
=U(Xje@MP1P71-Xje@m 
= k$, xkxjeOPk m (by Lemma 3.1) 
as required. The others are similar and left to the reader. 
(ii) By the definitions we have 
P-1 
~u,(b;O’m)=~,(UP~‘a;O’m)= C usp,(a;@‘u-Sm) 
s=o 
n p-l 
= C C U”(Uj@/?jU-“I??) 
j=l s=O 
by Lemma 3.1, and so 
since Cf:,’ (s) = (,,“t ) = 0 in K if t <p - 1. Here, let us note that the index j of the 
formula plays the same role as kl, . . . , kpPl if we consider the formula modulo 
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C@M. Therefore, unless all the indices in {k,, . . . , k,,j} are the same, the cor- 
responding terms disappear modulo C@M. So we have 
n 
,u,(b;@‘m)= C XfP’aj@/3yrn= t afbj@m mod C@M 
j=l j=l 
as required. 
(iii) For j > 1, 
~u,(c;jO’m)=~ul(Ua;O’m-Xja;O’m) 
=U(aj@U-'m)-aj@m- i XjakODkm 
k=l 
= ,ii, XkQjOPk m- fl: xjak@Pkm (by Lemma 3.1) 
k=l 
as required. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark. Lemma 3.l(ii) and the proof of Lemma 3.2(ii) are due to T. Okuyama. 
The author’s original one was more complicated. 
Since E’ is abelian, the action of XiU-’ on A4 defines the element y; of 
Ext~,,(M, M) = End,,(M) for each i. We remark that ( yl)” = 1 and y,! is contained 
in the center of &,s8(A4). 
Proposition 3.3. Let E = (x1, . . . , x,, > be elementary abelian of order p* and E’= 
(&X2, “. , x,,) be an SF-subgroup where u = 1 + x7= r oiXi, a, ~0. We use the nota- 
tion of (3) - (5) for KE and with primes (‘) for KE’ as above. Then the following 
hoId.for each i=l,...,n: 
(0 
if i= 1, 
otherwise, 
where y[! = cls(xjupl) E Ext&(M, M). 
Proof. By (3), (4) and Lemma 3.2, we have 
ki0 l)oiuo= 
a&;Ox,u-‘) if i= 1, 
a;(g; @xiu-‘) +g,! @ 1 otherwise, 
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as the elements of Hom,@‘@‘M,M), H om,,(QR2’@‘M,M) respectively. We 
recall that ,D is a chain map of projective resolutions (6) of M, and by the definition 
(v~)~= cls(g, @ 1) and ([i)M= cls(f, @ 1). Combining these, we obtain the desired 
formulae. 0 
If M=K, then vi=1 for all i=l,..., n. So we obtain Proposition 2.1 and the 
following main theorem of this section: 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a group, E’ an SF-subgroup of G and M a KG-module. Then 
for all Q ~8~) we have &,,)g, = (Q~)&. 
Moreover, if G = E is elementary abelian, then for the elements of the polynomial 
subring K[[,, . . . , &,] C&E as in (5), cup,,, and resE,E’ are commutative. 
Proof. We may assume that G=E=(x,,..., x,) is elementary abelian and E’= 
(u , , . . . , u, >, since cup,,, and resG, H are commutative for HI G (see (1)). Moreover, 
renumbering the elements Ui if necessary, we have a sequence of SF-subgroups 
E,=E, E,=(u,,x, ,..., x,,), E2=(u,,u2,x3 ,..., x,,) ,..., E,=E’. Therefore we may 
assume E’ = El . 
By Proposition 3.3(ii), our claim for ii is true. Also it is easy to show that 
ePeKK,, . . . . [,] for all Q E 8, by using the fact that &$ is contained in the center 
of &E. This completes the proof. 0 
4. Maximal ideals and Carlson’s conjecture 
Our aim in this section is to prove Theorem 4.3 from which Carlson’s conjecture 
follows. 
For the rest of this paper, we assume that the order of G is divisible by p. Other- 
wise, our arguments are trivial. At first, we list the statements of two classical 
theorems. 
Theorem 4.1 (Artin-Rees lemma). Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and 
N c M be finitely generated R-modules. Then for each ideal I of R, there is a positive 
integer c such that I’MflNc IN. More generally, for ideals I,, . . ..I. of R, there is 
a positive integer c such that 
Theorem 4.2 (Levitzki’s theorem; see [9, p. 1991). Let A be a semigroup with the 
zero-element. We may define ideals, nilpotency, and left annihilators of subsets in 
A as usual. Suppose that A satisfies the ascending chain condition with respect o 
left annihilators. Then every finitely generated subsemigroup consisting of nilpotent 
elements of A is nilpotent. 
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Before we state the main theorem, we introduce some notations. Suppose that H 
is a subgroup or an SF-subgroup of G and M a KG-module. We put 
Ker,,,(M) = Ker(resc,H : GG(M) -+ &H(M)). 
We recall that Vo is the set of maximal ideals of go and go is the set of u E KG 
such that (u) is a CSF-subgroup. Let kg, &g(M) be the ideals generated by the 
homogeneous elements of positive degree of gG, e,(M) respectively. Note that 
Ker,,,(M) c&G(M), and c?:(M) is not maximal in general. Also, we put 
J&M) = Ker(cup : kG + &G(M)), 
V&W={PE V,IP>J,(M)}. 
Hence J,(M) is the annihilator of &,(M), and V,(M) is isomorphic to the set of 
maximal ideals of the image of &!o in GG(M). 
For an ideal I of a ring A, we put 
fl={aEAlaCEIfor some c>O}. 
It may be only a subset unless A is commutative. 
Now, it is known that go is finitely generated as K-algebra, and that for H< G, 
cFH(M) is finitely generated as &o-module via reso,H : kc * ciH ([S]). 
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a KG-module. If u E fFG defines PE VG (see Theorem 2.2), 
then Ker G, c,,(M) c @&@i. 
On the other hand, we have &g(M) c m. 
Proof. For the second statement, we put A =&G(M)/G^G+&G(M). Then A is a finite- 
dimensional graded ring over K = 8-G /kG. Therefore, there is an integer n > 0 such 
that A has no element of degree greater than n. This implies the second statement. 
For the first statement, we may assume that P 2 JJM), otherwise P&G(M) = 
&G(M). We use induction on jG1. 
Case (I). Suppose that there exists a proper subgroup H of G such that UE %H. 
We may assume that one of the following is satisfied: 
(i) H is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
(ii) G is a p-group and H is a maximal subgroup. 
Let Qi, . . . . Q, be all the elements of V, which lie over P (namely 
reso,‘,(Qi) = P). Hence Qi n ... n Q, = wH where P,y= resG,H(P). 
For each i=l,..., n, there exists an element Ui of @?H such that ui defines Q; by 
Theorem 2.2. Since P=resfl(Qi), each ui defines P, and again by Theorem 2.2, 
these ui are G-conjugate to U. Hence we have Kero,(,,(M) =KerG,(,,,(M) for all i. 
On the other hand, we have Ker,,(,,,(M) !Z /m for all i by induction. 
Also by Theorem 4.1, there is an integer c>O such that 
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c Q, ... Q,&,(M) = (Q, 17 ... n Q,,)&,(M) = wH. G,(M) 
c )Rzmi. 
Here we used the fact that (&&), is contained in the center of 8&V), to show the 
last inclusion. 
We have just proved that resc,H(Kerc,(.,(M))~~~. Again apply- 
ing Theorem 4.1, there is an integer d>O such that Pg&H(M)n (&G(M))H c 
PH(&G(M))H = (RzZ’~(M))~. Hence if x E Ker G,(u)(M)r then a suitable power of x is 
of the form 
y+z where _YEPE,(M), z~Kero,~(M). 
To complete the proof of Case (I), we show the following. This is an imitation of 
Carlson’s method (see [5, Theorem 3.31). 
Lemma 4.4. Under the assumption of (i) or (ii), we have Ker,,,(M) c dm. 
Proof. This is trivial in case of (i) since reso,H is injective. So we assume (ii). We 
put A =Eo(M), I=Ker,,H(M). Since 1 is homogeneous, there are homogeneous 
elements .zi, . . . , zn such that 1=&i + ... +Azn . Let S be the multiplicative subsemi- 
group of A generated by zl, . . . , z,. Then Z=AS, Z2=ZAS=AZS=A(S2), . . . . 
Z’=A(S’). 
On the other hand, since elements of S are homogeneous, our assumption (ii) 
implies that they are nilpotent in A/PA by Theorem 2.3. Theorem 4.2 implies that 
there is an integer t > 0 such that S’ c PA. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
0 
Now we continue the proof of the theorem. Since PEG(M) is an ideal, the lemma 
shows that a suitable power of y+z is contained in P&G(M). Hence we obtain the 
result in case of (I). 
Case (II). Suppose that no proper subgroup H of G satisfies u E gH. We may 
assume that G=(x,, . . . . x,) is elementary abelian and u = 1 + Cy= 1 aj(xi - 1) where 
ai # 0. We consider the SF-subgroup E’= (u, x2, . . . , x, >. If u defines Q E VE,, then 
PE, = Q and (Kero, (u)(M))E, = KerE,, ,,,(M) since the maps reso,s! are isomorphisms 
for both K and M. Moreover, KerE,,(,,(M) c im by (I). 
On the other hand, we have QrMc dm by Theorem 3.4. Therefore, Q&E,(M) c 
(l@&@%. This completes the proof of the theorem. El 
Here we note that there is a canonical map 
CUP” : b’kiX(&(it4)) -+ I/G(M) 
where Max(G,(M)) denotes the set of maximal ideals of &o(M). This is given by 
cup*(m)= cup-‘(%?)n& for m~Max(&~(M)). For example, it is bijective if 
M= K. Furthermore, it is always surjective. Both well-definedness of cup* and its 
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surjectivity can be proved by the following: if I is a proper ideal of a commutative 
ring R, and L is a finitely generated faithful R-module, then IL #L (see, for exam- 
ple, [2, Corollary 2.51). 
Theorem 4.3 implies that cup*(!IJ?) =&G if and only if $X>&,‘(M). For if 
cup*(m) =@z, then the image of &G+(M) in the simple ring GG(M)/!IJ is an ideal 
consisting of nilpotent elements by the theorem. The reverse implication is obvious. 
We also remark that G,(M)/%? is finite dimensional for every m E Max(&,(M)) 
([5, Theorem 5.21) since it is finitely generated over &G/cup*(!II?) =K. 
Corollary 4.5 (Carlson’s conjecture). Let M be a KG-module and Y,Jl a maximal ideal 
of &o(M). Then there exists an element u of go such that Ker,,(,,(M) c ‘$I?. 
Proof. Let P=cup*(%Q)=c~p&,#J?)n~~~ V,(M). We may assume that P#&G 
since P= kg if and only if &G(M) c !JX by the above remark. If u E go defines P, 
then the Image of KerG,(,) (M) in &,(M)/kJX is an ideal consisting of nilpotent 
elements by Theorem 4.3. Since ~o(M)/!lJ? is simple, we get the result. 0 
We conclude the paper by giving a new proof of a theorem of Avrunin and Scott 
as an application of our results. It was also re-proved in [5] by using a characteriza- 
tion of nilpotent homogeneous elements of &o(M). 
It is easy to show the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that G is cyclic of order p and M a KG-module. Then 
if M is KG-free, 
otherwise. 
Theorem 4.1 (Avrunin and Scott [3]). Let G be a group, Ma KG-module. Suppose 
that UE 6’o defines PE Vo. Then PE V,(M) if and only if M is not K(u)-free. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.4 we have IIJG(M)c I/res;,r~,,(J~U,(M)). Suppose that M is 
not K(u)-free. Then J,,,(M) = 0 by Lemma 4.6. Hence imp c res,Z,‘(,,(fi) = 
res;,‘(,,(O) c P since &c;20 is a polynomial ring. 
Conversely, we suppose Jo(M) c P. There is a maximal ideal !JX of &o(M) such 
that Phlc !J_X since cup* is surjective. By Corollary 4.5, we have Ker,,(,,(M) c !JJ!. 
Hence if M is K(u)-free, then &~(M)=Ker,,(,JM)~El?, and P=G^,+. However, 
this contradicts the assumption that u defines P. Therefore, M is not K(u)-free, and 
this completes the proof. 0 
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Note added in proof. After writing, the author perceived the following: For every 
maximal ideal 93 of GG(M), there exist an element u of gG and a maximal ideal 
Y? of EC,)(M) such that reC’(Y?)c(m. Th’s 1 can be proved essentially by the same 
argument as in Section 4. 
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